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            1 
Notes on the supplement 
 
This supplement is presented as a separate volume which slips into the back 
cover of the thesis when not in use, so that it may be more easily read in 
conjunction with chapters 10 and 11.  Each page is headed by a page number 
within the clip, top left, and a page number within the whole supplement, top 
right.  References to pages in chapters 10 and 11 give both numbers after the 
clip number, for example “clip 2, p. 4/15.” The layout of each page, starting 
from the top, is as follows: 
 
1) Selected quotations from the music therapists’ panel (therapist 1 = red, 

therapist 2 = blue, therapist 3 = green) (There was no panel discussion of 
clips 1 and 6a). 

2) Twelve coloured strips showing the therapists’ continuous responses 
(chapter 9).  The four groups of 3 strips represent the four scenarios in the 
order they were considered: SB = student behaviour, SR = student 
representation, LB = LSA behaviour, LR = LSA representation.  Within 
each scenario, the three therapists’ responses are identified by number.  For 
the colour coding of the strips, see section 9.2.2., Fig. 6. (There were no 
continuous responses for clip 6a)  Each of the panel’s discussion topics 
focused on a decision point which is shown on the relevant strip by a circle, 
colour coded by therapist as above.  The associated opening comment by the 
therapist whose decision point was discussed is thus in the same colour as 
the circle.  

3) Comments by the LSA featured in each clip. Comments in boxes were made 
during the final viewing, either while pausing the tape or by speaking over 
it.  They are therefore positioned at the point in the score to which they 
refer. Comments not in boxes were made between viewings, and have been 
placed where they seemed most apposite.  Only a small proportion of LSAs’ 
remarks (Appendices 7a/1-6a) are shown. 

4) Musical scores transcribed by ear from the video clips (see section 9.1.1.) 
Bars are numbered above the top stave. Listed from the top of the system, 
staves for other students and LSAs who were present are in small print, the 
LSA’s and student’s staves are in normal print, followed by the therapist’s 
keyboard part.  Editorial descriptions are in Italics, words sung or spoken 
are in normal script. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 























































 



 









 















 


